


  		 


			Know  the No. 1 Cause of Death of Chameleons in Captivity?

                        
                        Discover What You Really Need to Know to Raise a Happy, Healthy Pet  Chameleon! 

                          And Avoid The No.1 Cause Of Death of Chameleons in Captivity...


                        Here's Your Chance to Find Out:


                        	What You Must Consider BEFORE You Ever
                          Get a Chameleon



                          	How to Spot the 12 Signs that Indicate a Chameleon is Not Healthy

                            

                          
	What Conditions Are Needed to Ensure a
                            Healthy Chameleon

                            

                          
	What You Should NEVER Feed Your Chameleon

                            

                          
	A List of What You Will Need to Buy for Your New
                            Pet Chameleon 

                            

                          
	The One Object You Can NEVER Have Near Your Chameleon

                            

                          
	The Secret To Breeding Chameleons

                            

                          
	And Much More!


                         

[image: chameleon happy]Thinking about  getting a pet chameleon or maybe you already have one?

                        First, let me  say, "Welcome to the club!"

                        I'm sure you're  going to love your pet and he or she is going to give you hours and hours and  hours of enjoyment.

                        But with that  being said, there are a few things you absolutely  must know to take good care of your chameleon and ensure that it remains happy and  healthy for years to come.

                         

                        Unfortunately, finding good, high-quality information  and care tips for chameleons is not easy … mainly because on the Internet it  can be very difficult to tell trustworthy sources from untrustworthy ones – and  getting just one piece of bad advice could have a negative impact on the health  of your precious pet.

To help  you, I've written a new book that is designed to prepare potential chameleon  owners for their commitment and to provide all the information needed to raise healthy & happy chameleons.

 

                        My goal with this project was to provide dependable,  trustworthy information and resources that answer the most asked questions when  it comes to caring for chameleons.

                         

                        But Who Exactly  Am I? And Why Should

                          You Listen to  Me?

                         

                        My name is Robert  Jones and while I basically love all pets, chameleons have always been my  favorite by far.

                        Currently, I am the proud owner of Mickey and Doll  (both veiled chameleons), Ziggy (a jackson's chameleon) and Doolie (a flapneck  chameleon).

                        [image: pet chameleons]

 

                        I love spending time with these little guys. I enjoy  taking care of them. They have really added pleasure and contentment to my  life.

                         

                        Now I want  to help you develop the same type of bond with your pet chameleon. 

                         

                        That's why I've done extensive research and talked to  experts as well as relied on my own personal experiences to create this book  that is filled with chameleon tips, information and step-by-step advice.

                         

                        Introducing:   
Chameleon Care Guide: Keeping & Breeding Healthy Chameleons Made Easy!

                        [image: chameleon how to take care book]

                         

                        This book will save you hours and hours of frustrating  research and will also eliminate the worries and stress that come with reading  something online and not knowing whether to trust it or not...

                        It will also make sure that you do not make any mistakes or overlook important facts that could lead to suffering and even death for your pet chameleons.

                         Here  is just some of what you will learn:

                        [image: chameleon guide]How to keep chameleons       healthy and happy

                        

                        [image: chameleon guide]What kinds of food       they like and don't like (and what food is toxic to them!)

                        

                        [image: chameleon guide]How to create an       ideal environment for your pet chameleon and the one object you should NEVER place near your chameleon!

                        

                        [image: chameleon guide]How to set up an       efficient watering system and ensure your chameleon stays hydrated

                        

                        [image: chameleon guide]How  to feed your       chameleon and what you should NEVER feed them!

                        

                        [image: chameleon guide]Things you should never do with a chameleon
                        

                        [image: chameleon guide]How to bond with your chameleons and how to handle them properly and safely

                        [image: chameleon guide]How to Identify, Treat, and Prevent Medical Conditions, Including Metabolic Bone Disease, Mouthrot (Stomatitis), and Egg Retention.

                        
                       [image: chameleon guide]And much, much more!

                       [image: chameleon mouth health]
  
                         

                        … and you'll be getting all of this information from  one convenient, comprehensive, and inexpensive resource!

                        Thanks to this thorough,  yet easy-to-read guide having a chameleon  for a pet has never been easier – which is exciting

                          because...

                         

               
		
	
	

	  "Your guide is comprehensive yet at the same time very easy to read." 	

	I just felt I had to drop you an email to thank you for  writing such a great resource about chameleon care. 

 	I had just bought my first  veiled chameleon and had it not been for your guide, I must admit I would have  had no idea on how to properly care for it. Your guide is comprehensive yet at  the same time very easy to read.

 	 All questions I had about caring for your  chameleons were easily answered – from how to make sure I was buying a healthy  chameleon, to dealing with any ill health or problems that my chameleon might  suffer from. Well done!

    Chris Benson 
Texas, USA


 

	



                        
           
		
	
	

	  "We've always had problems keeping our chameleons healthy - now I finally know why!"

I bought your guide because I own a pet shop specializing in  herps and we've always had problems keeping our chameleons healthy – now I  finally know why! I had no clue I was wrong in giving the chameleons ********  and placing ******** in their habitat!! If you're ever around Michigan let me  know. 

James Sheridan

 	  Michigan, USA


 

	

                        
                           
		
	
	

	  "I'm extremely pleased with Chameleon Care Guide..." 

	I'm planning to buy my first chameleon next week and I found  your guide while I was looking for a book that would cover all the basis of  what a chameleon owner needs to know. 

	I'm extremely pleased with Chameleon Care  Guide as it is exactly what I wanted. Your tips on where to get a chameleon and  how to identify healthy from unhealthy ones was especially eye-opening!

 	Linda Carter

 	  Sydney, Australia


 

	

                         

                        Chameleons Make Truly  Fantastic Pets!

                         

                        As more and more people have discovered the joys of  having a chameleon as a pet their popularity has soared.

                        Now in response to this growing market:

                        	Veterinarians have  emerged who specialize in reptiles 


                        	Supplements have been  released that are engineered specifically for chameleons


                        	Even chameleon  accessories are becoming popular 


                        	Plus, many organizations  have opened their doors and dedicated themselves to serving the chameleon  loving community


                        It's an exciting time to be a chameleon owner and I  hope my book will add to that excitement and enable you to quickly begin taking  great care of your chameleon.

                         

                        After All, Chameleons  Might Be Cute 

                          But They Should Not Be Taken Lightly!

                         

                        Their care requires a substantial amount of effort and responsibility.

                        On the other hand, I believe, and I think you'll come  to agree, the effort is more than worth it as chameleons are truly entertaining,  wondrous creatures.

                         

                    
		
	
	

	  "You've just saved me over a hundred bucks!"    

	Hey Mr. Jones, so my chameleon had not been eating for a  couple of days and had gotten very lethargic. I was just about to take him to  the vet, but then I got your guide and in just 3 days of following your  instructions, my chameleon is fine! Thank you – you've just saved me over a  hundred bucks!
	
Sarah Williams,

        North Dakota, USA


 

	

                       
                
		
	
	

	  "It is a clear concise manual on all aspects of caring for these lovely pets."    

	I've just finished your guide and wanted to let you know I'm  extremely impressed with it. It is a clear concise manual on all aspects of  caring for these lovely pets. 

	I never know how harmful it was to have *********  near a chameleon...it's surprising how little pet shop owners seem to know about  chameleons!
	
Gary Wilson

	    Ottawa, Canada


 

	

                         

                        Ready to Find  Out How to Take Excellent

                          Care of Your Pet  Chameleon?

                         

                        On the pages of the Chameleon Care Guide, you'll learn:

                        	13 conditions that are  required to have a healthy pet chameleon – ignore even one of these conditions and the health of your pet could suffer  dramatically! 


                        	10 things to consider  before you get a pet chameleon – these  tips could save you from a great deal of frustration and stress later on!


                        	Where to get a chameleon,  including the absolute best place – plus,  what you MUST KNOW about chameleons found in the wild! 


                        	11 factors to consider  when buying a chameleon … along with how to spot 12 signs that indicate a  chameleon is not healthy!


                        	Warning – If you ever see  a chameleon doing either of these two things DO NOT BUY IT!


                        	A day-in–the-life of       a typical chameleon – plus, the many       great reasons why you should want to have this amazing creature as a pet!


                        	How to easily create       a habitat for your chameleon that mirrors their natural environment and       makes them feel right at home! 


                        	How to handle a chameleon       safely – don't worry it's not hard       at all, just follow these simple tips!


                        	How to "chameleon-proof" your home – here's what you need to       know to ensure your house is perfectly safe for your "new addition"!


                        	Why chameleons require exactly 12 hours of light a day and failure to receive this amount       could have tragic effects on their health! 



                          
                          	The number one cause       of death of chameleons in captivity and how to avoid it!


                        	How to set up a       great watering system that will ensure your chameleon has the fresh water       it needs on a daily basis! 



                          	How to "gut-load"       feeder insects prior to feeding them to your chameleon to ensure your       chameleon gets proper nourishment! 



                          	What you can feed       chameleons … and what you should never feed them! 



                          	How to clean a       chameleon's enclosure without harming the chameleon! 



                          	How to maintain the       proper temperature and humidity for your chameleon – plus, what "substrate" is and how to set it up correctly!



                          	Some things you       should never do with a pet chameleon – what       you read here may surprise you!


                        	What toys and       decorations to include in your chameleon's habitat – as well as how to clean the cage like a pro! 


                        	What chameleons typically       eat – and what various items you can       feed your chameleon to ensure good health and long life!


                        	How to groom and       clean your chameleon – yes, they can       even be groomed … learn the fun secrets here! 


                        	How to mate chameleons       – and how to take care of hatchlings and ensure they grow up healthy!


                        	And much, much more!
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So What Are You  Waiting For?

                        Order Chameleon  Care Guide Today & Become a True Expert on the Care of Pet Chameleons 

                         

                        When I set out to create this ebook,  I wanted to it be the absolute best it could be.

                        And I believe that I have created the most detailed, accurate guide on chameleons  and chameleon care currently available anywhere.

                        But don't worry, this book is  written in a way that is easy for everyone to understand. It is written for  pet owners, just like you.

                         

                        [image: sick chameleon]

                         

                        Chameleons are truly one of the most  interesting, unique pets you can own. If you care for your chameleon properly,  chances are they'll be with you for years and years to come.

                           

                          But, no matter how good your  intentions are, you're not being fair to your chameleon if you don't learn how to care for him properly.

                        I  lay it all out step-by-step in my book!

                         

                             
		
	
	

	  "Your guide is hands-down the best chameleon guide out there!"    

	Your guide is hands-down the best chameleon guide out there!  I found it by accident but I will now be recommending it on my forum as it is a  must-have for every chameleon owner. 

	I've owned 3 chameleons for a year yet I  still learned lots from you book. Your section on identifying and treating  medical issues was especially eye-opening as previously I had been clueless  about this!
	
Luca Rampazzi

	    Milan, Italy


 

	

                      
                        
		
	
	

	  "I'll be recommending this guide to my fellow reptile enthusiast for sure!"    

	I'm obsessed with keeping reptiles and I am the proud owner  of a bearded dragon and a crested gecko. I now want to get a panther chameleon and  got your guide to get myself up to speed with how to properly care for one. 

	I  was surprised at how different chameleons are to bearded dragons and geckos and  I'm very happy I got this guide else the way I'd have went about in preparing  my chameleon's habitat would have been dead wrong. I'll be recommending this guide  to my fellow reptile enthusiast for sure!
	
Jim McBride

	    Dublin, Ireland 


 

	

                        
		
	
	

	  "Definitely a very good investment for every chameleon owner out there."    

	I've found your Chameleon Care Guide to not only be very  informative, but also very practical in making chameleon care easier and is  packed with lots of information on how to save money on their care (e.g. with  your watering system and knowing when to see a vet and when there is no need  to). Definitely a very good investment for every chameleon owner out there.
	
Peter Grace

California, USA


 

	

                        So Order Your  Copy of Chameleon 

                        Care Guide Today  …

 

                        You Can Be  Downloading & Benefiting From This Breakthrough Information 30 Seconds from  Now ...

                         

                        Chameleon Care Guide is a book you can instantly read on your computer. It's a  downloadable ebook,  which means that you have the choice -- you can print it out or read it  directly from your computer screen. 

The book is written in plain English  so that anyone can follow the instructions. In just a few hours, you'll know more about how to care for chameleons  than most of the current chameleon owners and pet shop-keepers out there...

 

Listen, you could surf the Internet  for hours, grabbing bits and pieces of information on chameleons' care from  various websites.

                        But the problem is that this takes a lot of time, and you have no way of knowing if the information you're  reading is accurate.

                         

                        My book will show you EXACTLY what you need to do to  raise the perfect chameleon pet and to keep your chameleon safe and in good  health for years to come.

                        Get the Chameleon Care Guide TODAY and put yourself on the  fast track to becoming a chameleon expert and to soon having the pet of your,  and your family's, dreams!

 

                        BUT WAIT - IT GETS BETTER!

                         

                        Order Now & You'll Also Receive 

                          These Special Bonus Gifts FREE:

                        	Bonus #1 – Identifying, Treating,  & Preventing Medical Problems Special Report 

                              [image: chameleon medical problems]Contains all the latest  information on how to keep your chameleon healthy so that it enjoys a  long, happy life!

                              You'll learn all about chameleon  disorders and illnesses, including their causes and the best courses of  treatment.

                              Read this important  information and you'll be able to recognize illnesses and treat them early  before they seriously harm your chameleon!

                              Includes how to identify, treat, and prevent:

                              	Metabolic Bone Disease
	Thermal Burns
	Egg Retention
	Mouthrot (Stomitis)
	Hunger Strikes
	Dehydration
	Constipation/Impaction
	Respiratory Infections
	Tounge Disfunctions
	 Sunken Eyes




                        	Bonus #2 – Chameleon Journal [image: chameleon medical problems]

                              Contains a chart that you can use to keep track of your chameleon's progress.

                              Maintaining a chart is a great method of keeping track of the things you are supposed to do to take care of your chameleon. For example, you can assign specific days of the week to administer multivitamins... this will ensure that you adapt it into your routine and do not forget to do it.



                        	Bonus #3 -  Non-Toxic Plant List 

                              [image: chameleon medical problems] 

                              Choosing  live plants for your chameleon's enclosure is not as simple as it might seem.

                              First, the plants chosen  need to be environmentally suitable to your chameleon's habitat.

                              Next, they also need to  be hardy enough to deal with a chameleon's claws, should the chameleon attempt  to climb them or attempt to eat them.

                              Finally, and most  importantly, you need to choose plants that will not cause harm to your chameleon  either from ingestion or contact.

                              This list contains non-toxic  plants suitable for a chameleon's enclosure. 



                       
                       
 SOUNDS GOOD? THERE'S MORE!

                        
                        [image: chameleon 60 day money back]

                        With Our Unconditional 100% Money-Back Guarantee,

                          You've Got Absolutely Nothing to Lose


                        If you are not completely  satisfied with this guide for any reason, or no reason at all, you can request a  full refund of your purchase price up to 60 days from the date of purchase. You'll even get to keep all the guides for FREE!

                         

                        That  means you've got absolutely nothing to lose – and access to a world of great chameleon  information to gain!

                         

                        Plus, when you order the Chameleon Care Guide, you can take advantage of the immediate download feature to begin  reading and benefiting from the book's expert advice and comprehensive  information in just minutes!

                         

                        So how much is this incredible package going to cost you?


                        Don't worry, it's not a three digit figure...


                        And no, it's not the $59 that my publisher suggested I price it at...


                        It won't even cost you $49 - which is the price at which the four books above would be considered an amazing bargain...


                        Because I really want to share my knowledge and trade secrets of how to keep and breed healthy chameleons, I am willing to offer you the "Chameleon Care Guide" + "Chameleon Journal" + "Non-Toxic Plant List" + "Identifying, Treating & Prevent Medical Problems" + No-Questions-Asked Full 60 Day Money-Back Guarnatee for JUST $37.97! ONLY $17 (DISCOUNT VALID TILL:
                     ) 


                        You'll save much, much more than the small price of this ebook just from  the tips contained in the buying a chameleon and creating a chameleon habitat sections  alone!


                        How am I able to charge so little for  this high-quality ebook?

                         

                        Because I am not selling physical  books or running a large customer service department, this means I can pass my  savings on to you...

                        But please  be aware,  I will be raising the price of this amazing guide soon (and it would still be a bargain!)

                         

                        	"Yes Robert! Let Me Download My Copy Of The 
                                Chameleon Care Guide Right Now For The Special Price of $37.97 ONLY $17

                                 (DISCOUNT VALID TILL:
                                
) "

                              [image: ]

                              Don't You Owe it to Yourself  … and Your Chameleon … to Get the Information You Need to Care for It Properly  & Establish the Best Relationship Possible?

                                

                                Now  you can easily learn everything you need  to know to buy and care for a chameleon, including the answers to such frequently  asked questions as:

                              	How much is a chameleon  supposed to eat & drink?

                                
	How can I build the ideal chameleon enclosure?

                                
	Can more than one  chameleon be kept in the same habitat?

                                
	Do I need to make sure  that my chameleon gets shots?

                                
	Do chameleons like to be  pets?

                                
	Will my chameleon  recognize me?

                                
	Do chameleons eat  vegetation?

                                
	How will I know if my  chameleon is sick?


                              Here's How to Order:

                              Simply click on the Order Now button below. Remember by  ordering this ebook you can take advantage of my immediate download access to begin reading and enjoying the benefits of Chameleon Care Guide, as well as the three bonus reports, right  now!

                              CLICK HERE TO ORDER

                                ONLY $37.97 (Limited Time Offer -- Now Only $17) 

                            [image: ]



                         

                        Your trusted chameleon advisor,

                        [image: robert jones]

                        Robert  Jones

                          Author  of Chameleon Care Guide

                        P.S. Let me be very blunt here. If you're not even willing to spend $17 to take care of your chameleon, and to solve your chameleon worries forever, you are NOT FIT to own a chameleon.

                        P.P.S Also remember, that  you are making this purchase at  absolutely no risk. So grab this  special offer while you can! If "Chameleon Care Guide" isn't everything you were  expecting, you can request a full refund up to 60 days from your date of purchase. 

                        Still not convinced that you need Chameleon  Care Guide?  Email me to further discuss how this ebook can  benefit you – and your chameleon!

                           RESERVE YOUR COPY RIGHT NOW

                        Copyright © ChameleonCareGuide.com All Rights Reserved. 
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